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ABSTRACT

1.

We present a framework for the procedural generation of
tracks for a high-end car racing game (TORCS) using interactive evolution. The framework maintains multiple populations and allow users to work both on their own population (in single-user mode) or to collaborate with other
users on a shared population. Our architecture comprises
a web frontend and an evolutionary backend. The former
manages the interaction with users (e.g., logs registered and
anonymous users, collects evaluations, provides access to all
the evolved populations) and maintains the database server
that stores all the present/past populations. The latter runs
all the tasks related to evolution (selection, recombination
and mutation) and all the tasks related to the target racing
game (e.g., the track generation). We performed two sets of
experiments involving five human subjects to evolve racing
tracks alone (in a single-user mode) or cooperatively. Our
preliminary results on five human subjects show that, in all
the experiments, there is an increase of users’ satisfaction
as the evolution proceeds. Users stated that they perceived
improvements in the quality of the individuals between subsequent populations and that, at the end, the process produced interesting tracks.

The automatic generation of game content has been a central issue for the game industry since the early 1980s, when
the limitation of existing platforms did not allow the distribution of large amounts of pre-designed content (typically
game levels). Accordingly, ad-hoc algorithmic procedures
were widely applied to generate game content on-the-fly, so
as to provide infinite levels of fun [13], and the field of Procedural Content Generation (or PCG) was born. Nowadays,
this area has become crucial as most commercial games requires huge amounts of game content which would be unbearable for human designers (see for instance the infinite
universes of Eve Online 1 ).
In the recent years, several researchers have investigated
the application of evolutionary methods for the automatic
discovery of innovative and interesting game content. In this
area, dubbed Search-Based Procedural Content Generation
(SB-PCG) [25], the quality assessment of the evolved content
is probably the most critical issue. So far, two approaches
have been proposed in the literature (e.g., [22, 26]). Theorydriven approaches rely on domain experts who design adhoc heuristics (typically inspired to a theory of fun [12]) to
measure the quality of game content; a limitation of these
approaches is that such heuristics are typically difficult to
implement and often biased toward the underlying theory.
In contrast, data-driven approaches exploit huge collection
of game data to build a predictive model to evaluate the
quality of unseen content. These approaches have two major
drawbacks in that (i) the data collection phase is typically
time-consuming, as it may involve several players, and (ii)
building an accurate model of players’ satisfaction is usually
challenging.
In this work, we take a completely different approach and
investigate the application of interactive evolution for SBPCG in the realm of car racing games. This is a rather popular game genre in which the content plays a key role for the
commercial success of the title (see for instance, Trackmania
by Nadeo2 and rFactor by Image Space Inc.3 ). For this reason, the genre recently attracted the interest of researchers
who applied methods of SB-PCG to evolve different types
of content such as competitive driving behaviors [4], racing
lines [5], and tracks [22, 15].
Our approach investigates the human-assisted generation
of racing tracks for a high-end racing game (TORCS [1]);
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it is inspired to the early work of [22, 15], who applied SBPCG to a simple 2D game [22] and to a high-end racing game
[15] to evolve racing tracks which could either fit a target
player profile [22] or provide a large degree of diversity [15].
Both [22, 15] assess the quality of game content using several statistics collected during one or more races involving
non-player characters (or bots). In contrast, in this work,
users define what they consider interesting game content and
employ interactive genetic algorithms to search for the racing tracks they like most. For this purpose, we developed
a framework which enables the interactive evolution of racing tracks both by single users, working alone on their own
population, and by a community of users sharing (a typically much larger) population. Our framework comprises
one web frontend and an evolutionary backend. The frontend is responsible for (i) managing the interaction with the
users, (ii) rendering active populations, (iii) collecting users’
evaluations, and (iv) maintaining the database of evolving/evolved populations. The evolutionary/gaming backend
is in charge of (i) generating the content for the actual target game, (ii) performing all the evolutionary tasks (selection, recombination, and mutation) on all the currently active population. The partitioning between a web/database
dedicated frontend and an evolutionary/gaming dedicated
backend has been mainly introduced both (i) to improve the
load-balancing between the generally light-weighted user interface related tasks and the CPU demanding evolutionary
and game related tasks, but also (ii) to improve the framework portability (in fact, game executables usually require
libraries that are not generally available on the most typical webservers). We validated our framework by performing
two sets of experiments involving five human subjects, four
different single-user setups and one cooperative multi-user
setup. Our preliminary results show that, in all the experiments, there is an increase of users’ satisfaction as the evolution proceeds. Users stated that they perceived improvements in the quality of the individuals between subsequent
populations and that, at the end, the process produced interesting tracks.

2. SEARCH-BASED PROCEDURAL
CONTENT GENERATION
Procedural Content Generation (PCG) dates back to the
early 1980s when simple algorithmic procedures were applied to generate huge, possibly infinite, amount of game
content with very limited resources. Some of the early examples in this area are represented by the games Rogue 4 ,
Elite 5 , and MidWinter 6 . Nowadays, although the memory
limitations are long forgotten, procedural content generation
is still widely used both to reduce the design costs and to
generate those immense scenarios which would be infeasible
for human designers. Recent examples include [2], Diablo,
Diablo II in which maps were procedurally generated onthe-fly; and Eve Online which involves a universe generated
using fractal methods.
Search-Based Procedural Content Generation (SB-PCG)
extends PCG by replacing the handcrafted human design
with search-based (usually evolutionary computation) methods [25]. Early examples in this area include the work of
4
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Hastings et al. [9] who applied a modified version of NEAT
[20], NEAT Particles, to interactively evolve complex and
interesting graphical effects to be embedded in computed
games so as to enrich their content. The work was extended
in [10] where the authors introduced the game Galactic Arms
Race and provided the first demonstration of evolutionary
content generation in an on-line multi-player game. Marks
and Hom [16] were the first to evolve a set of game rules
to obtain a balanced board game which could be equally
hard to win from either side and rarely ended with a draw.
Togelius et al. [22] combined procedural content generation
principles with an evolutionary algorithm to evolve racing
tracks for a simple 2D game which could fit a target player
profile. Togelius and Schmidhuber [23] evolved complete
rule sets for games. The game engine was capable of representing simple Pacman-style games, and the rule sets described what objects were in the game, how they moved,
interacted (with each other or with the agent), scoring and
timing. Frade et al. [7] applied Genetic Programming to
the evolution of terrains for games which would attain the
aesthetic feelings and desired features of the designer. The
approach is currently employed in the game Chapas7 . More
recently, Togelius et al. [24] applied multi-objective evolution to evolve maps for StarCraft using a set of fitness
functions evaluating the player’s entertainment. Sorenson
and Pasquier [19] presented a generative approach for level
creation following a top-down approach and validated it using Super Mario Bros. and a 2D adventure game similar to
the Legend of Zelda 8 .

3.

INTERACTIVE EVOLUTION FOR
GAME CONTENT GENERATION

Interactive evolutionary algorithms measure the fitness of
individuals through the interactions with users. Accordingly, these methods are typically applied to problems for
which a computable fitness function is difficult or even impossible to define [21]. On the other hand, interaction with
humans brings new challenges such as users’ fatigue. For instance, Takagi [21] presents a review of the research efforts
for abating fatigue in interactive evolutionary systems; Llorà
et al. [14] introduced an addition synthetic fitness function
to reduce the number of users’ evaluations; Gong et al. [8]
apply clustering to reduce the initial population size.
Interactive evolution has been applied to a wide range of
domains including the generation of HTML styles [17]; fashion design [11]; ergonomic design [3]; the generation of terrains and landscapes [27], synthetic images [18], music [28],
and art in general. To the best of our knowledge, Galactic
Arm Race (GAR) [10] is the only application of interactive
evolution to the generation of game content. Galactic Arms
Race is a multiplayer online video game driven by methods of
automatic content generation. It features a unique weapon
systems that automatically evolves based on players’ behavior through a specialized version of the NEAT evolutionary
algorithm called cgNEAT (content-generating NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies) [10].

7
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4. OUR FRAMEWORK
The structure of our interactive evolutionary system is depicted in Figure 1. The systems consists of two servers. The
web frontend (i) manages the interaction with the users, (ii)
renders active populations, (ii) collects evaluations of the
users, (iii) maintains the database of evolving/evolved populations, and (iv) updates the request queues for the evolutionary backend. The evolutionary backend runs (i) all the
evolutionary operators (selection, recombination, and mutation) on the currently active populations, (ii) the generation of actual game content (i.e., the mapping procedures between genotypes and phenotypes), and (iii) any
other TORCS-related procedure such as the rendering of
the track thumbnail pictures, which requires the invocation of a TORCS executable. The partitioning between a
web/database dedicated frontend and an evolutionary dedicated backend was mainly introduced to improve the loadbalancing between the generally light-weighted user interface related tasks and the CPU demanding evolutionary and
TORCS related tasks. In addition, since TORCS executables require libraries that are not generally available on the
most typical webservers, we decoupled the the web-related
application from the TORCS-related applications also to
make our system portable to more hosting services.

evaluate a small number individuals, randomly selected from
the much larger underlying population, and (ii) to access the
hall of fame of the best individuals evolved so far. In this
mode, users cannot specify the parameters of the genetic
algorithm, nor they can request the activation of the evolutionary cycle which is actually triggered by a heuristic based
on the number of evaluations received.

4.1 The Frontend User Interface
People can access the framework using a browser by logging in either as registered or anonymous users, and can
request either to start/join a single-user session or to join
an active multi-user session.
Registered users are fully tracked and thus can (i) save the
state of an active evolutionary process, (ii) continue a previously saved process, and (iii) explore all their history (e.g.,
all the populations they evolved, all their preferences). In
contrast, anonymous users are only tracked using browsers’
cookies so that the status of their evolutionary process is lost
as soon as the browser cookies are cleared or they connect
from a different machine.
In single-user mode, users have the complete control over
the evolutionary process in that (i) they can customize the
parameter set up by specifying the population size, the selection policy (tournament or truncation), etc. (ii) they
can evaluate all the individuals in the population, and (iii)
they can request the next selection, recombination, mutation cycle. As an example, Figure 2 shows the interface for
a single-user evolution. The upper section of the interface
includes all the commands available to the user: Evolve requests the next selection, recombination and mutation step
to the evolutionary backend and then updates the current
page with the new population; Reset restarts the evolution
from scratch (all the previous populations are stored and a
new random population is generated); Generations provides
access to the data of all the previous generations.
The lower section of the interface depicts the current population and, for each track, it shows (i) the track thumbnail
and (ii) its scoring interface. In particular, the framework
provides two scoring interfaces (Figure 3): a ranking interface (see Figure 2 and Figure 3a) which asks users to rank
an individual with an integer between 1 and 5; a like/dislike
interface (Figure 3b), which asks users simply whether they
like the track.
In multi-user mode, users have very limited control over
the process in that they are only allowed (i) to explore and

Figure 2: A screenshot of the User Interface.

Figure 3: Scoring interfaces: (a) the ranking interface asks users to rank an individual with an integer
between 1 and 5; (b) the like/dislike asks users to
specify just whether they like the track.

4.2

The Evolutionary Backend

The backend runs of all the evolutionary and TORCS related tasks. It hosts a number of servers (labeled GA in Figure 1) each one listening to a separate request queue. GA
servers are mainly responsible of (i) running the selection,
recombination, mutation cycle; (ii) rendering the newly created populations, which requires the execution of TORCS

Figure 1: Structure of the interactive evolutionary system.
applications; and (iii) updating the status of the evolutionary process on the main databases. A selection, recombination, mutation cycle can be requested either (i) explicitly, in
single-user mode, by the user through the Evolve command
on the main interface, (ii) implicitly, in multi-user mode, by
the GA server, when a sufficient number of evaluations for
the individuals in the population has been received. Note
that, for load balancing purposes, all the incoming requests
from the web frontend are queued so that each GA server can
explicitly manage the number of running processes. When
a new generation is required, a GA server first performs the
standard selection, recombination, and mutation; then, for
each one of the newly created individuals, the server runs a
TORCS executable that generates the actual TORCS track
(the phenotype), computes several track statistics, and render the track shape; finally the status on the database is
updated. Since TORCS executables tend to be CPU and
disk intensive, the GA server schedules the number of active
TORCS invocations based on the number of cores available
to avoid overloading the server.
GA servers implement a rather simple real-coded genetic
algorithm that accesses a population of tracks stored on a
remote database, using tournament or truncation selection,
single-point crossover, and mutation. When an infeasible
track is generated, it is discarded and another one is generated. In single-user mode, when very small population are
involved, the 10% of a new population is filled with randomly
generated tracks so as to avoid premature convergence.

5. TORCS
The Open Racing Car Simulator (TORCS) [1] is a stateof-the-art open-source car racing simulator which provides
a sophisticated physics engine, full 3D visualization, several
tracks, car models, and game modes (practice, quick race,
championship, etc.). The car dynamics is accurately simulated and the physics engine takes into account many aspects
of racing cars such as traction, aerodynamics, fuel consumption, etc. All the experiments reported in this paper have
been carried out with TORCS 1.3.1.

6.

TRACK REPRESENTATION
FOR CONTENT GENERATION

The encoding of game content is a central issue for SearchBased Procedural Content Generation [25]. In this section,
we briefly describe the TORCS representation of tracks (the
phenotype), the encoding we designed (the genotype), and
the procedures to map genotypes into phenotypes.
The Phenotype. A track in TORCS is represented as an
ordered list of segments. Each segment is either a straight
or a turn. A straight is defined by just one parameter, its
length. A turn is defined by (i) the direction (i.e., left or
right); (ii) the arc it covers measured in radians; (iii) its
start radius and (iv) its end radius. In addition, the track
must be feasible, i.e., it must be closed, and therefore the
last segment must overlap the first segment.
The Genotype. The direct encoding of the track representation in TORCS into a genotype is infeasible as it would
result in a huge search space (thus leading to the curse of
dimensionality) containing only a tiny fraction of feasible
(closed) tracks. Accordingly, we used an indirect encoding
inspired to the work of Togelius et al. [22] on a simple 2D
car racing simulator. In [22], a track is represented as a set
of control points that the track has to cover; the track is
generated as a sequence of Bezier curves connecting three
control points and, to guarantee smoothness, have the same
first and second derivatives at the point they join. In this
work, we encoded a track as a sequence of control points
p
~ = {p1 , . . . pn }, each one consisting of three parameters
ri , θi , and si ; ri and θi identify the position of the control
point pi in a polar coordinate system (ri is the radial coordinate, θi is the angular coordinate); si controls the slope of
the track tangent line in pi . Figure 4 shows an example of
our encoding: control points are depicted in red; the blue
dot represents the origin of the polar coordinate system; the
curves represent what generated by the genotype to phenotype mapping process, discussed in the next section.

Genotype to Phenotype Mapping. This procedure takes
as input the n control points p
~ and returns a list ~t of track
segments in TORCS format. Initially, the polar coordinates
of the n control points (i.e., the ri and θi values) are used to
compute the ranges of feasible slope values for each control
point. If there exist a control point for which there are no
feasible slope values (thus it is not possible to joint the incoming and the outgoing segments in that point), no track
can be derived from p
~ and therefore no track (a Null track)
is returned. Otherwise, given the ranges of feasible slope
values, the actual slope values are computed on the basis of
the si values. Next, for each pair of control points, pi and
pi+1 , the corresponding TORCS segment is generated using
both the position and the slope values as constraints. Then,
the procedure tries to close the track by generating one or
more segments to connect tn−1 to t1 . If the process succeeded, the resulting track ~t is returned otherwise a Null
track is returned.
Generating Closed Tracks. In general, it is not always
possible to connect the last and first control points with only
one segment and a sequence of straights and turns might be
needed. Accordingly, a procedure CloseTrack considers
the parameters defining the end and starting control points
pn and p1 and try different heuristics to generate a feasible
closed track.

Figure 4: Track encoded as a set of control
points(the red dots) represented in a polar coordinate system; the blue dot is the system origin; the
solid line shows an example of a feasible slope generated by the genotype to phenotype mapping.

7. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
We performed two sets of experiments involving five users
to provide an initial validation of the proposed framework.
In the first set of experiments, we focused on the single-user
mode and investigated how (i) the scoring interface (i.e., either a ranking interface or a like/dislike interface) and (ii)
the selection policy (i.e., either tournament or truncation selection) affect the quality of the evolutionary process. In the
second set of experiments, we studied the system working in
multi-user mode.

7.1

Single-User Mode

In the first set of experiments, we tested four different
configurations: (i) the ranking scoring interface combined
with tournament selection; (ii) the like/dislike scoring interface combined with tournament selection; (iii) the ranking
scoring interface combined with truncation selection policy;
(iv) the like/dislike scoring interface combined with truncation selection policy. For each configuration, we asked
five human subjects to complete ten generations of singleuser evolution using a population consisting of 20 individuals. During the experiments subjects did not know the type
of selection mechanisms in use (tournament or truncation).
Since subjects could access the system as registered users,
they were allowed to pause and restart the evolutionary process as they wished (which, in principle, should have limited
their fatigue). However, our tests show that the evaluation of a population with 20 individuals for 10 generations
would typically take around 20-30 minutes of actual time
(i.e., with no pause in between evaluations). To measure
the progress during the evaluation process, for each generation we computed the average score of the individuals in the
population as follows. When the ranking interface is used,
a integer value (i.e., a fitness) between 1 and 5 is assigned
to each track according to the user preferences. When the
like/dislike interface is used, a (fitness) value of 1 is assigned
to tracks the user does not like whereas a (fitness) value of
5 is assigned to tracks the user likes.
We first analyzed how the scoring method influences the
evolutionary process. For this purpose, we grouped all the
collected data based on the scoring method used. Figure 5
compares the average population scores for the runs using
the ranking interface (empty dots) and the like/dislike interface (solid dots). Both curves show an improvement in
the users satisfaction as the number of generation proceeds.
The use of the simpler like/dislike interface appears to provide a more evident increase of the user satisfaction, whereas
the ranking interface results in a slight improvement over
time. This result was later confirmed by the feedback we
received by the subjects who stated they perceived the simpler (like/dislike) interface as more effective to express their
preferences while they found it difficult to provide meaningful/coherent overall rankings.
We performed a similar analysis to study how selection
may influence the evolutionary process. Accordingly, we
grouped all the collected data based on the selection method;
it is important to stress that, users did not know the selection method used during the experiments. Figure 6 compares the average population scores for the runs using tournament (empty dots) and truncation selection (solid dots).
Again both curves show an improvement in the users satisfaction as the number of generation proceeds. In this case
however, there is no noticeable difference between the trials
using truncation or tournament selection, suggesting that
the selection mechanism had no influence on the users.
Overall, the feedback we received from the subjects was
generally positive. In most cases, users reported that they
perceived improvements in the quality of the individuals between subsequent populations. They also found that, at the
end, the process produced interesting tracks. As an example, Figure 8 and Figure 9 show two of the most interesting
tracks evolved according to the users. The only criticism
we recorded concerned the ranked scheme which appears to
cause, sometimes, fatigue and frustration in the users. In
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Figure 5: Average population score for the trials
using the like/dislike evaluation (solid dots) and the
ranked evaluation (empty dots). Curves are averages over 10 trials.
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Figure 7: Average population score for one trial using like/dislike scoring and truncation selection.
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proceeds, notwithstanding possible conflicting opinions that
the users have expressed.
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Figure 6: Average population score for the trials using truncation selection (solid dots) and tournament
selection (empty dots). Curves are averages over 10
trials.
addition, users told us they would tend to be annoyed when
many very similar individuals appeared in the same population.

7.2 Multi-User Mode
At the end, we performed a preliminary experiment to test
the multi-user mode. The experiment involved the same five
human subjects, participating in the previous experiments,
who in this case shared the same population; subjects could
not communicate one another in anyway while the experiment was running. Given the limited number of subjects
involved, we used a population of only 20 individuals (the
same size used in the previous experiments) and thus allowed all the subject to score all the individuals. Tracks
were evaluated using the simpler like/dislike interface; track
fitness was computed as the average score received from the
users; truncation selection was applied.
Figure 7 reports the average population score over the
number of generations. As in the single-user experiments,

CONCLUSIONS

We introduced a framework which exploits interactive evolution for the human-assisted generation of tracks for a highend open-source car racing game (TORCS). The framework
comprises a web frontend which manages the interactions
with anonymous/registered users who can work on their
own population (in single-user mode) or can cooperate on
a shared population (in multi-user mode). An evolutionary backend manages both all the instances of interactive
genetic algorithms and all the tasks strictly connected to
the target racing game (e.g., the generation of the actual
in-game content, the rendering of the thumbnails needed by
the web frontend). We validated the initial prototype of the
framework with five human subjects who were asked to perform four single-user trials and one multi-user trial involving
all the subjects together. The preliminary feedback we received was generally positive. In most cases, users perceived
improvements in the quality of the tracks between subsequent generations. Users also stated that, at the end, the
process produced some interesting tracks. The only criticism we recorded concerned the evaluation interface which
requires to rank all the tracks. In fact, this seems to cause
fatigue and frustration in the users who did not feel comfortable in providing a complete ranking of all the tracks.
Users also told us that they tended to be annoyed, in later
generations, when many very similar individuals appeared
in the same population.
Our framework is still at a preliminary stage but the feedback we received, from the users who tried it, is very promising. At the moment, we are working on new features, which
the feedback we received suggested, that will also require
further validation with human subjects. First, we plan to
improve the rendering of populations by introducing a clustering preprocessing to group together very similar track into
one single representative. This should alleviate the frustration we recorded when more copies of very similar tracks are

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8: First example of track evolved in single-user mode: (a) shape of the track as used during the
evolution; (b), (c), and (d) actual in-game renderings.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9: Second example of track evolved in single-user mode: (a) shape of the track as used during the
evolution; (b), (c), and (d) actual in-game renderings.
shown. Second, we plan to add a sort of zooming operator
which would apply a local search to some selected individuals the user particularly likes. Finally, we plan to add niching mechanisms to multi-user evolution so as to maintain
higher degrees of diversity as the number of users and the
population size increases.
The next big step will be to make the framework publicly
available as a service for the TORCS community and also
for the communities of other related games such as Speed
Dreams9 and VDrift10 . Our long term goal is to create
an on-line community which would make these open-source
games more attractive by enabling the generation of large
quantities of high-quality content. In our opinion, in fact,
the limited availability of game content is currently one of
the major limitations of most open-source games.

[5]
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